Press Release

KLECHA & CO. STRENGTHENS ITS
TECH EQUITY RESEARCH DIVISION WITH LORNE DANIEL
London, 21st November 2018 - Klecha & Co. – the Technology-specialized investment bank –
announces the strengthening of its Equity Research Division, with Lorne Daniel.
Based in London, the Division provides listed pan-European Technology & Media companies with
the tools to interact effectively with institutional investors. This is done through company and sector
analysis in the context of global industry trends.
With an established reputation as a leading analyst in UK’s Tech & Media sectors, Lorne joins Klecha
& Co.’s team as a Director of Equity Research. Over the last 6 years, Lorne was consistently ranked
among the leading Equity Analysts in the Technology sector in Institutional Investor surveys.
After obtaining an economics degree at the University of London, Lorne started his career as a fund
manager with JM Finn & Co. He spent the last seven years as a Research Director with FinnCap
where he helped to build AIM’s leading research team in the technology sector over the last five
years with an unrivalled franchise. Providing research coverage for numerous fund raisings and IPOs
as well as financial reports, in both the 2017 and 2018 rankings, Lorne has been the second most
read analyst across the whole London market on the highly-rated Research Tree equity research
platform.
Stephane Klecha, Klecha & Co.’s Managing Partner, welcomed Lorne stating: ‘Lorne brings a wealth
of high-level contacts in the UK-listed tech sector. We are looking forward to work alongside new
client in the UK and to support them in their international expansion plans.’
Klecha & Co.
Klecha & Co. is the reference investment bank for the Tech sector at international level. Founded in 2009, Klecha & Co.
operates through its offices in Milan, London and New York. Thanks to its consolidated relations with world leading
operators in the sector, and to the experience gained by its team of professionals in relevant cross border operations,
Klecha & Co. offers its clients a global and specialized approach.
Klecha & Co. shares with its clients the belief that entrepreneurial spirit and innovation are at the center of economic
development and guides them through the design of development strategies. On an operational level, it offers support
from the capital raise to the realization of growth plans, through to the integration activities following the M&A
operations.
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